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Surface second harmonic generation has been used to study the adsorption of alkyl phenols 
and anilines and their respective ions to the air/water interface. The free energies of adsorption 
of the neutral molecules were obtained using a simple Langmuir model. The quantitative 
effects of the opposing hydrophobic and solvations forces on molecular adsorption were 
investigated by varying the chain length of alkylphenolate and alkylanilinium ions. An alkyl 
chain of at least five carbons was found to be necessary to balance the bulk ionic solvation and 
thereby bring the ion interface population to a level above the water background. The 
adsorption of the ions can be described quantitatively by using a modified Langmuir model 
that includes the electrostatic free energy of the electric double layer as given by the Gouy- 
Chapmann theory. From the excellent fit of the second harmonic data to this treatment, the 
chemical and electrostatic free energies of adsorption, interface electric potential, and interface 
pH were obtained. 

I. INTRODUCTION II. EXPERIMENTAL 
Continuing our efforts to understand the behavior of 

organic molecules at interfaces, we now present a detailed 
study of the energetics of adsorption of small benzene deriva- 
tives (e.g., phenols and anilines) at the surface of aqueous 
solutions, using the nonlinear optical technique of surface 
second harmonic generation (SHG) .’ This technique is re- 
cognized as a very powerful and sensitive method for investi- 
gating structural aspects for a variety of interfaces.*-I3 Since 
SHG is electric dipole forbidden in the bulk, this technique 
can be used to probe selectively the interfacial layer between 
two centrosymmetric media. Information about the relative 
populations of adsorbates at the air/water interface can be 
obtained readily, because the observed s-polarized reflected 
SH field amplitude E ;, is proportional to the number of 
adsorbed molecules. 

The purpose of the present work is threefold. In the first 
place, we examine what kind of adsorption isotherm ex- 
plains the interfacial populations of the successive members 
of the homologous series of p-n-alkylphenols and p-n-alky- 
lanilines and their respective ions at the air/solution inter- 
face. The second aim is to investigate the effect of the size of 
the alkyl chain attached to these molecules on the adsorption 
energetics. Finally, we studied the competition between the 
hydrophobicity of the hydrocarbon part of the molecule and 
the solvation effect of the O- or NH,+ groups for phenolate 
and anilinium ions, respectively, on the interface population. 
The hydrophobicity tends to drive the species away from the 
bulk and keep them at the surface, while the solvation pulls 
them towards the bulk. Specifically, we have tried to find out 
the minimum size of the pendent p-n-alkyl chain which will 
keep the charged molecules at the surface. Our preliminary 
results’ showed for the phenolate ion that five or more car- 
bons are needed for the hydrophobicity to overcome solva- 
tion. We now extend these studies to the anilinium case. 

A cavity-dumped synchronously pumped picosecond 
dye laser operating at 6 10 nm and 4.1 MHz repetition rate, 
producing pulses of 5 ps duration was used. For some of the 
experiments, the dye laser was amplified to 10-15 ,uJ pulse 
energy at 10 KHz repetition rate by means of a 20 W copper 
vapor laser. The input beam was focused into the liquid sam- 
ple at an angle of 70” from the normal to the surface. The 
reflected surface second harmonic signal was directed 
through an analyzer, filters, and monochromator, and de- 
tected with a cooled photomultiplier tube and single-photon 
counting equipment. The output polarization analyzer was 
set perpendicular to the plane of incidence such that only the 
s-polarized component of the SH signal was measured. To 
subtract the background signal due to water, the relative 
phase of the water and the sample signal were determined in 
a manner discussed in our earlier publication.‘4 

All organic samples were obtained from Aldrich Chem- 
ical Co. or Fisher Scientific and purified by vacuum distilla- 
tion or vacuum sublimation. HPLC grade water (Aldrich) 
was used as a solvent without further purification. The phen- 
olate and anilinium ions were obtained by increasing and 
decreasing the solutionpH with NaOH and HCl, respective- 
ly. All solutions containing charged species were held at 0.1 
M total electrolyte concentration. 

Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Neutral phenols and anilines 

a) Present address: Department of Physical Chemistry, Indian Association 
for the Cultivation of Science, Jadavpur, Calcutta 32, India. 

Since the SH electric field E ;. is proportional to the 
number of adsorbed molecules, the adsorption isotherm can 
be determined from measurements of the SH intensity 
1;, = IE;, I* at various bulk concentrations. Adsorption 
isotherms were obtained in this manner forp-n-alkylphenols 
with zero to seven carbons and for p-n-alkylanilines with 
zero to six, and ten carbons in the hydrocarbon chain. These 
neutral phenols and anilines are nonresonant at the wave- 
length used (610 nm) and the second harmonic has the same 
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FIG. 1. p-propylphenol adsorption isotherm. The line represents the best tit 
to the Langmuir equation. 

phase as water. Thus, the correct second harmonic field in 
this case is the difference of the square roots of the signal 
intensitites for phenol or aniline solution and that of neat 
water. The corrections due to water background were of mi- 
nor importance for the various molecules studied. In all 
cases, the adsorption was found to obey the Langmuir iso- 
therm” (see below) over all ranges of concentrations. As an 
example, the experimental points along with the Langmuir 
fit are shown in Fig. 1 forp-propylphenol. Similar plots were 
obtained for the other phenols and anilines. The Langmuir 
model assumes that the surface can be treated as a lattice of 
noninteracting sites and thus a monolayer is formed when 
the number of adsorbed molecules is maximum. The adsorp- 
tion process can be described by the “reaction” between bulk 
molecules (M) and empty surface sites (ES) to give filled 
sites (FS): 

M+E+S. 

The kinetic equation is 

(1) 

dZV 
dt = k1 55.5 5%,X - N) - k2N, (21 

where N is the number of adsorbed molecules/cm*, N,,,,, its 
maximum number, k, and k, the rate constants for adsorp- 
tion and desorption, respectively, C the bulk concentration, 
and 55.5 the molarity of water. At equilibrium, dN/dt = 0, 

2- AGodS = - 8.0 KcaVmole 
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FIG. 2. Reciprocal fit to the Langmuir equation for p-hexylaniline. AG:d, 
= RT In (a/55.5) [seeEq. (4)] AGzd, = - 8.01 & 0.04kcaUmol in this 

case. 

and one obtains the usual form of the Langmuir adsorption 
equation 

N c 
-= (C +a)’ N max 

(3) 

where a = 55.5 k,/k, = 55.5 exp(AG~,,/RT). By rewrit- 
ing Eq. (3) as 

1 Ql I -=--+-, 
iv Nmax C Nrnax (4) 

we note that l/N is inversely proportional to the bulk con- 
centration C. Since the second harmonic field Es, is propor- 
tional to N, we find that by plotting the inverse of the second 
harmonic electric field vs the inverse of the solute bulk con- 
centration, we obtain a straight line from which AG zd, can 
be obtained, as Eq. (4) indicates. This is shown in Fig. 2 for 
p-hexylaniline. Similar plots were obtained for the other 
molecules studied. Experimental free energies of adsorption 
for a number of neutral p-n-alkylphenols and anilines have 
been measured in this way. The results are presented in Ta- 
ble I and in Fig. 3 as a plot of AG $, vs hydrocarbon chain 
length. Our previous results on the investigation of the kinet- 
ics of adsorption of a similar molecule p-nitrophenol to the 
air/water interface,6 showed excellent agreement with Eq. 

TABLE I. Chemical free energies of adsorption AG$,, for neutral anilines and phenols and their respective 
ions. 

Carbon chain length Anilines Aniliniums Phenols Phenolates 

0 - 3.5 f 0.4 - 3.80 0.03 + 
1 - 4.3 f 0.3 -4.4kO.l 
2 - 4.7 f 0.2 -5.0*0.1 
3 - 5.8 f 0.1 - 5.78 0.04 * 
4 - 6.4 & 0.3 - 6.7 kO.1 
5 - 7.2 f 0.2 - 7.29 0.04 + 
6 - 8.01 f 0.04 - 5.25 f 0.05 - 8.2 0.3 f - 5.08 f 0.14 
7 - 6.05 f 0.07 - 9.3 0.1 f - 5.77 f 0.08 
8 - 6.73 f 0.07 - 6.74 f 0.07 

10 - 11.3 *0.1 
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FIG. 3. AG& vs the number of carbons in the alkyl chain of neutral phen- 
ols and anilines. 

(2). This further supports the Langmuir model for describ- 
ing the experimental adsorption isotherms. Rigorously, Eqs. 
(2)-(4) should be expressed in terms of bulk activities in- 
stead of concentrations. However, we found that the use of 
concentrations introduced a negligible error, less than 2% 
for the most concentrated solutions, in our calculations of 
A’%,. 

Free energies of adsorption are more negative for the 
higher members of the series, because an increase in the alkyl 
chain length increases the hydrophobicity, and thus the in- 
creased bulk repulsion causes a higher free energy release 
upon adsorption. It is interesting to note that, in both cases 
anilines and phenols, a straight line with slope = 780 Cal/ 
mol ( t 20 and 30, respectively) was obtained. This quanti- 
ty is the difference in free energies between two successive 
members of the homologous series and corresponds to the 
free energy of adsorption of a methylene (CH,) group. This 
value is in good agreement with those obtained by surface 
tension methods,‘“” which are in the range 0.6-0.8 kcal/ 
mol. 

B. Phenolates and aniliniums 
In an earlier study, we investigated how the reduced 

polarity at the surface of a solution (due to the low density of 
molecules in the vapor side) affects a simple acid-base equi- 
librium involving neutral nitrophenol and its anion.4 Our 
results indicated that in the interfacial region, the population 
of the anion decreased due to its decreased stability in the 
interface. This causes a shift in the equilibrium at the surface 
that overwhelmingly favors the neutral undissociated nitro- 
phenol. In the case ofp-n-alkylphenolate and anilinium ions, 
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FIG. 4. s-polarized second harmonic field as a function of carbon chain 
length for phenolate and anilinium ions. 

the shorter chain members behave in the same way and, 
hence, do not show surface second harmonic generation. 
This happens because the strong solvation of the O- and 
NH,+ strongly favors the bulk phase. For longer alkyl 
chains, however, the hydrophobic interactions dominate the 
solvation effects, and the anion is driven to the surface. From 
measurement of the SH intensity of the different members of 
the series, we can determine how many methylene (CH,) 
groups are required to balance solvation of the charged 
group. Figure 4 shows the surface SH signal for a series ofp- 
n-alkyl phenolate and anilinium ions at a fixed bulk concen- 
tration. In both cases, it can be seen that when the alkyl chain 
has five or more carbons, hydrophobicity overcomes solva- 
tion. 

Adsorption isotherms for phenolates and aniliniums 
with six, seven, and eight carbons in the alkyl chain were 
obtained by measuring IEio I2 vs bulk concentration. It is 
important to mention at this point that when an alkylphenol 
is deprotonated, the absorption spectrum shifts to the red 
and as a result the corresponding phenolates are two-photon 
resonant at 305 nm. Thus, the phase of the SH signal be- 
comes different by 90” from that of water. Then, the correct- 
ed SH electric field can be obtained by first substracting the 
signal intensities for the phenolate solution and that of neat 
water, and then taking the square root. This is not the case 
for anilinium ions. After protonation, the spectrum shifts to 
the blue and there is no absorption at 305 nm. Consequently, 
the corrected SH electric field is obtained in the same way as 
for the neutral case. 

To describe the adsorption isotherm of these charged 
molecules, we must include the electrostatic repulsion effect 
due to the interfacial double layer created upon adsorption. 
In other words, AG z& is the sum of an electrostatic contri- 
bution ( AG z,, ) and a nonelectrostatic one (AGE,,,, ), 
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AG%, = WL,, + A@,,, (5) 
where AG i1, is related to Ye, the electrostatic interfacial 
double-layer potential” 

AGkc = N,zeY,, (6) 
where NA is Avogadro’s number, z the ion valency, and e the 
elementary charge. The calculation of Y0 can be accom- 
plished by means of the Gouy-Chapmann double-layer 
mode1,20*2’ which yields the following expression: 

y. _ 2kT sinh-, (1.36x 10-14N) , 
ze G 

where C, is the total electrolyte concentration, which is con- 
stant and equal to 0.1 M for the present experiments. Com- 
bining Eqs. (3) and (5)-( 7)) the Langmuir equation can be 
written as 

CN,*x N=- 
Cfa-6 

(8) 

witha = 55.5 exp(AG&,,/RT) andb = exp(AGz,,,/RT). 
Since E I, is proportional to N, we can rewrite Eq. (8) as 

E’ _ CE;,(max) 
zo- - . (9) 

C+a*t) 
as we did for the neutral species case. Since N appears expli- 
citly in the expression for b [Eq. (7)], we substitute the 
following expression for N 

N= EL aN 
EL, (maxI 

max 9 (10) 

where N,,,,, is the maximum number of molecules for the 
saturated monolayer. By measuring the dependence of sur- 
face tension on concentration, N,,, can be obtained by ap- 
plication of the Gibbs surface equation. However, for the 
molecules studied, saturation in the bulk occurs before a 
close-packed monolayer is formed at the surface. Since N,,,,, 
is independent of chain length for the molecules studied,22 
we measured instead the surface tension ofp-dodecylpheno- 
late and p-dodecylanilinium. The values for N,,,,, were 
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FIG. 5. p-hexylanilinium adsorption isotherm. The line represents the best 
tit to the Langmuir equation including the electrostatic term [ Eq. (9) 1. 

(2.3 IfI 0.2) X 1014 for aniliniums and (2.4 f 0.2) X lOI for 
phenolates. Then, AG ’ can be obtained from a two-param- 
eter [a and E ;. (max) ] least-squares fit to Eq. (9). Figure 5 
shows the experimental isotherm forp-hexylanilinium along 
with the theoretical fit. Similar plots were obtained for the 
other members of the phenolate and anilinium series, and all 
of them were found to agree very well with the model. The 
obtained AG $,, values are shown in Table I, 

Again, the difference on AG zhe, between two consecu- 
tive members of the series of phenolates and aniliniums cor- 
responds to the free energy of adsorption of a CH, group. 
The values obtained are 750 f 40 cal/mol for aniliniums 
and 830 + 80 cal/mol for phenolates. Both values, although 
obtained from only three chain lengths, are within experi- 
mental error of the values obtained for the neutral mole- 
cules. 

It is interesting to note that the AG’&,, values for the 
charged species are smaller in magnitude than those for the 
neutral species (Table I). The presence of a charge in the 
molecule has two effects on AG zd,. First, there is an extra 
work required to bring a charge up to an already charged 
interface, namely, AG z,,, , which has already been taken into 
account. Besides, there is extra work required to remove the 
charged molecule from its solvated state in the bulk, includ- 
ing hydrogen bonding, which is not included in the double 
layer AG z,,= term. This effect decreases the magnitude of 
AG k,, for a charged molecule, making it less negative than 
that of a neutral molecule. 

The electrostatic part of the free energy was calculated 
using Eq. (6). The values of AG z,,, are positive because it 
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The corresponding values of the double-layer potential Y, can be obtained 
from Eq. (7) in the text. 
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represents the work done by the system to bring an ion to an 
already charged interface. The plots of AGE,, and 1 Y,] vs 8, 
where &N/N,,,,, = E “,,/E ‘2, (max), are shown in Fig. 6. 
As the surface population increases, the absolute value of Y,, 
i.e., zY,, increases as indicated by Eq. (7). Under the condi- 
tions of the experiments reported here, Y, is almost linear in 
N, and therefore the monotonic increase of the 
AG kc = N,zeYO with 8. 

Another interesting point can be made regarding the 
surface population of H30+ ions23*24 and, consequently, the 
surfacepH. According to the Boltzmann equation, bulk and 
surface (H,O+ ) are related by 

(H,O+), = (H,O+), exp 
eY 

( > 
2 

kT 
, (11) 

the subscripts s and b referring to surface and bulk phases, 
respectively. In logarithmic form, Eq. ( 11) becomes 

PH, =P% + (12) 

where pHi, is equal to 13.0 for phenolates and 1 .O for anilin- 
iums. Figure 7 presents thepH, vs 8 plots. For the negatively 
charged phenolates, Y, is negative and the surface pH is 
smaller than the bulk pH, as expected since a negatively 
charged interface will attract hydrogen ions to it, effectively 
decreasing the surfacepH with respect to the bulk. The op- 
posite argument applies to a positively charged interface; 
pH, is greater than pH, . 

For many years, several studies regarding free energies 
of adsorption have been made, mainly by means of the sur- 
face tension technique. *’ Although no specific work on p-n- 
alkyl phenols and anilines has been done, our results for free 

energies of adsorption are comparable in magnitude to those 
of fatty acids, alcohols, and alkylsulfonates of similar chain 
length. 26-28 However, as we have demonstrated earlier,4 
SHG is much more sensitive than surface tension measure- 
ments. In fact, under the conditions of our experiments, 
when the intensity of the SHG signal changed by a factor of 
80, the surface tension changed by less than 10%. Thus, the 
SH method can be used to cover a wider range of concentra- 
tions because of its greater sensitivity. Moreover, SHG has 
the advantage of being able to differentiate among the ad- 
sorbed species, since it is a spectroscopic method, whereas 
surface tension methods cannot. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown the applicability of the SHG technique 

for the study of adsorption energetics of neutral and charged 
molecules at the air/solution interface. The adsorption of 
various members of the p-n-alkyl phenol and aniline series 
have been found to obey the Langmuir isotherm over all 
ranges of concentrations. Free energies of adsorption for a 
series of molecules have been obtained, and AG !& for a CH, 
group was found to be - 780 + 20 cal/mol. The adsorption 
isotherm for the charged species, i.e., phenolates and anilin- 
iums, can be described by including the Gouy-Chapmann 
theory of the electric double layer into the Langmuir model. 
This demonstrates the applicability of the Gouy-Chapmann 
model to the adsorption of the ions studied. The electrostatic 
contribution to the free energy of adsorption, the double- 
layer potential, and the surfacepH, have been obtained. We 
have also found that the minimum number of carbons in the 
alkyl chain of both the phenolates and aniliniums required to 
bring the molecules to the surface is equal to five. This corre- 
sponds to the number necessary to bring the hydrophobic 
forces into balance with the opposing ionic solvation forces 
that drive the molecule into the bulk, away from the inter- 
face. 
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